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Abstract 
Optical tomography (OT), a non-invasive medical imaging modality that utilizes mea- 
surements of transmitted/reflected near-infrared light from the body,uses diifusioii 
equation (DE), an approximation to radiative transfer equation (RTE), to model 
light propagation m tissue Unfortunately, the DE docs not describe accurately the 
llght propagation through low-scattering regions, such as cerebrospi~ial fluid in the 
brain and synovial fluid in the finger joints In this work. a reconstluction algoiitlim, 
which works well in these low-scattering regoils is developed The triodified iecon- 
struction algorithm uses Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation for inodelliiig light transport 
wliicll is a stochastic implcmcntatlon of the FtTE whicli is also valid in low-scattering 
regions Thc model-based iterative image rcconstructiori (MOBIIR) algorithm has 
two mmn parts (I) the forward model(which is MC-based) and (11) a method for 
derivative estimation, which is done through perturbation Monte-Carlo(pMC) proce- 
dure Low-scattering objects with single- and multiple mliomogene~ties in absorption 
and/or scattering are considered m the nurnencal simulations carr~ed out Two cases 
arc considered (1) when a p n o n  knowledge on location of the lnhomogeneities 1s 
assumed & consequently thc unknown property vector has a much smaller dimen- 
sion and (11) without such a p n o n  knowledge It  is shown that when the  problem 
dimension is reduced, reconstruction method adoptmg a view-based approach t o  con- 
sidcr data (the so-called propagation-backpropagation (PBP) strategy) is well-posed 
enough for convergence In thc other eases data from all the views are conjoined and 
conisidercd a s  one problem Thc PBP-approach takes much smaller time for conver- 
gencc Thc numerical accuracy of the reconstructions is found to be reasonably good, 
even though there is some geonietrical distortion Finally the algonthnl is also proven 
on experimental data  from tissuocquivalent low-scattcnng phantoms 
